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                      USEFUL SLOT-UNIPOLE ANTENNA SYSTEMS

                              Kiyohtko Itoh
         Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

                                  and

                             DavidK,Cheng ,
      Electrical Engineering Dept., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.', U.S.A.

                                            '                                                                          '                             t tt tt                    '

   ABSTRAC[I]

         It is well known that unipole (or monopole) and slot antennas can be

   used to detect electric and magnetiefielasrespectively. An antenna system

   comprising a suitabZe arrangement of these two types of antennas can therefore

   be expeeted to yield characteristics which would not be attainable if etther

   type is used alone, This paper diseusses the principles of operation and '

   applications of two slot-unipole (or monopole) antenna systems. The antenna

   itself consists of a unipole (or monopold) and two slots mutually perpendicuiar

   to one another. It will be shown that, togethet a suitable processing eircuitry,

   the antenna can be made (A) to serve as a reeeptor of electroniagnetic energy

   density, or (B) to yield a cardioid pattern £vith an adj'ustable'null loeation.

   Both of these two features have important practical applications.'
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                               rk
                         PARTA ENERGYDENSITYANTENNA

                               I. TNTRODUCTION

      First of all, we would like to explain about the conibination of

slot-untpole antenna system and its proeessing circuit, as shown in Ftg. 1

and 2. In Fig. 2, the output of the suTnming amplifier is proportioned to

the energy density of the wave intercepted by the slot-unipole antenna

system. Therefore, this combination forms an energy density antennasystem

that samples the electromagnetie energy denstty in spaee.

      Interferenee between incident and refleeted signals in mountainous

regions or cities with high buildings creates spatial standing-wave

patterns. As the electric field strength alone a standing wave may fluc-

tuate over a wide range, the output of a mobile antenna which responds

only to the electric field would fluetuate accordinglyand exhibit spat±al

fading as it moves about. Thts phenomenon constitutes a serious problem

in vehicle eommunication since at peints of a minimum eleetrie field in-

tensity the resultant signal may fall below the notse level and therefore

make eommunication impossible. Similar problems arise in radio communi-

cationwithandbetweenlowTg.lyingaircrafts.,. .. ..

      J. R. Pieree has suggested the use of a three--antenna system whtch

consists of a verticai electric dipole or unipole responding to the elec--

t}ric field and a pa±r of loop antennas responding to two perpendicu!ar

eomponents of the magnetie field [1].

rkThis part has been submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Vehicular

Technology and will be pubiished in thg May 1972 issuee

.
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 This energy density antenna system is one

spatial fading phenomenon.

     IZ. THE SLOT--UNIPOLE ENERGY DENS![IJY

 of means for combatting

ANTENNA SYSTEM

      Assume that' a mobiie unit ±s to recel've a verticauY poiar{2'1 a w5"e,

The elGctric field then has a z-eomponent, E = 2Ez; it can be detected by

a vertieal unipole. The inagnetic field, be±ng normal to the electrie field,

in general has both x- and y--components, H = iti{x + YHy. The crossed slots

shown in Fig. 1 will detect the H and H components [3]. Note that the
                                  xy
reference axes in the'xy--plane are arbitrary, as an fi veetor in the xy-plane

ean always be decomposed into two perpendicular components.

      Zn Fig. 2 is shown a proeessing circuit, whieh three square-law

detectors are used. The detectorsprocess and effectively square the

outputs of the three component antennas. The output of the summing ampli-

fter is then proportional to the energy dens±ty of t;he wave intercepted

by the slot-unipoie antenna systern. rf W denotes the energy den$ity, the

constants of the squaece--law detectorsandlor the sumrning amplifier are to

be adjusted such that

                w=-1-2(eoE.'E:+u.H.'H:+v.Hy'H;) (1)

or

                             222                w = 'i"'2 (e.IiiL,I + u,iH.l + p,IHyl )

                              '
                             22                  =ll (e.IEI+v.[Hl) (2)
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where eo･･and uo･ are the perinittivity and permeability of free ispace respec--

tively. As will be shown in Section IV, the range of variation of W is

smaller than that for the magnitude of the electric field alone in all

situations. The standing-wave patterr: of the eiectrie field goes thr6ugh

                                t.t                                        ･t

maxima and minima, In a nond±ssipative medium, the minima are zero, making

signalreceptionwithonZyaverticalantennaimpossible. ･.
  '
      In comparison with the unipole--and-loops arrangement, the slot--unipole

antenna system has several advantages. First, a slot antenna can be rnatched

easily by an oEf-set feeder !ine. Second, a slot antenna is more suitable
                                                                              '
for installation in high-speed vehicles such as aircrafts. Third, the

coupling between the slots and the unipole antenna is very small. Fourth,

when the diameter of a quaTter-wavelength unipole equals one--half of the

slot width, the unipole and slot antennas have the sape frequency bandwidth

and the same impedance characteristics. .
                                                              '                                                 '

                                                                   '                   III. REFLECTING--PLANE MODEL ANALYSIS '

                                             .t
      We now use a simple reflecting-piene model to analyze the response

of energy-density antennas. An inf±nite vertical conduct±ng plane as

shown in Fig. 3 is used to simulate the side of a tall building or a mountain.

The electric field of a vertieally polarized plane wave ine±dent on a mobile

                                     Mantennawhichmoveswithavelocityvts' ' '

                EMi"2E±."2Aexp{j[tot-'k.'(r+vt)l}. (3)

Sindlarly, the magnetic fieid is

                                                 '
         fi± " m ftr [2 sin th + 9 cos ip] exp{j[tut - re. e ("rM + Vt)]} (4)

                  o

where ko and no are, respectively, the wavenumber and the intrins±c



impedance of free space; that is, ko = tuVTtr ig ]eo = 2Tlx and no ut ,XTti;7E?1 ;eo .

On reflection from the perfectly conducting p±ane, we can readi]:y write
           '
down the expressions for the refle'cted electrie and magnetic fields by

requiring the totaZ tangential electr±c field to vanish at z = O. The

three resultant field components at the moving vehiele are readil:y found

to be [ 3]:
                     E. s o'2A sin "(t) "exp[-jg(t)] (5)

                     H.=-lftLtAsin¢cos"(t).exp[-jc(t)1 '(6)
                             o

                     Hy=-jittcos¢sin"(t)･exp[-jg(t)] (7)

where

                      "(t) =k.(y+vt sin a) sin¢ (8)

                      g(t)=ko(x+vtcosct)cos¢-cot (9)

               tt tand ct is the angle which the vehiele motion makes with the x-axis.

         '                                                   '      Substituttng (5)--(7) in (2), we obtain the expression for energy

           tt tdenstty to which the output of the processing circuit following the

                      'slot-unipole antenna system w"1 be proportional.

             '                     /t

            w=2A2e.[(1+eos2e)sin2"(t)+sin2¢cos2tp(t)]. ao)

If only a vertical unipole is used to receive the electric £ieZd, the

output of the square-lagv detector will be

                            WE " S' e.IE.l2

                               ta 2A2e.sin2ip(t) (11)

or, us±ng (8),

               WEptA2eo{1-cos[2k.(y+vtsina)s±n¢]}. (i2)
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                       rV. XNTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

      Xn vehicular eommunication we are interested in the variation of

stgnaX output as a function o£ vehicle motion. Zic is evident from (10)

and (11) that ithe response of both the energy-density antenna system and

the single verticaZ unipole depends on th(t) which is a functioft of the

instantaneous norrnal diseance of Che vehicle from the reflecting plane.

In addttion, W in (10) depends also on the angle O. [Irwo ±nteresting

limiting conditions can be noted immediately.

!. When vehic!e ruot±on is paraUe! to ehe cenducting plarte (wall):

    a=O, th=koy is a constant, both W and WE are independent of t and

    nhe signal output does not fluctuate in either case.

                                                           rk
2. Wlten the incident wave is normal to the conducting plane :

    ¢=u/2 and, from (10), W=2A2eo which is a constant. Hence the

    signal output from the enelFgy-density antenna system is constant

     '
    and i.s independent of the magpitude or direction of vehicle

    velo¢ity, wh"e WE remains a function o.f v,t, and ct.

      In order to determine the range of signal variation and the fading

frequency, rkt is convenient to rewrite (10) and (11) as

          ' w=`'2A2e.[1-lij(1+cos2e)eos2e(t)] (12)
                                                                '
and

                                  1                     WE x 2A2e. `: [1 - cos 2"(t)] . (Z3)

From (12) and (l3), we note fuTther the following results.

rk

 No#e that (9), (10) and (Zl) are not useful for interprettng the situation

 for ¢=O (which would make th(t)=O in (8))when the incident wave is parallel
 to the conducting plane. The reason is that there would be no reflection
 at ip=O. Obviously, neither W nor WE wouZd be zero for an incident wave

 paraklek Co the x-axis.
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4e

Since cosine is a periodic function with a period 2r, both W tn

(12) Emd WE in (Z3) are seen eo be per±odic. The fading frequeney,

fd, can be found in either case by setting ehe variable part o£

2ip(t) to equal 2r. Hence, from (8),

                     kov(At)lsin ct sin ¢lw" a4)

or

                     fd=k"S'ILlsinasin¢l. 'as)

Apart from the obvious fact that the fading frequency is higher

for higher veloeity and shorter wavelength, (15) gtates that fd

inereases with both an inereasing u and an increasing fp, The

maximum value of fd occurs when both ct and O equal Tl2.

                                                          '                                   2v                         Maxe fd=:cmm .(16),
                                                 '
which eorresponds to a traveled distanee of a half--wavelength of '

                                                        'theincident' wave,asexpected. '
From (12), we obtain the range of variation of the normalized output

frorn the energy-density antenna, W/2A2eo:

             t(ipaeOS2¢)g+2A,:Lt(3+cos2¢). (Z7)

        .. ,o.The right and left sldes of (17) have been plotted versus the angle O

in Fig. 3, as the upper and Zower bounds for W. A dB--scale is used

for the amplitudes, the reference amplitude (zero dB) being unity.

The range between the upper and lower curves at a given ¢ represents

the range of maximum variation of W for aZl possible vehicie Zocation,

velocity, and dix'ection of motion. Xt is seen that the range decreases

rapidly as tp increases. Of course, the maximum range of amplitude

                 is co dB for all ¢.variation for W
               E
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                                                    '
                      V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

                                                   tt                                                      '      An energy-density antenna that samples the electromagnetic energy

density provides a way for combating the spatial fading phenomenon which

                                                                   '
is eneountered in vehicular communication. The principle of operation

and the advantages of a slots-and-unipole energy--density antenna system

have been discussed. Using a simple reflecting-plane model, the signal

output from the energy--density antenna system and that from a single

                                                               'unipole antenna are obtained as expressions which depend on the angle of

                    t/t
±ncidence and the magnitude and the direction of vehicle velocity in a

general way. From these general express±ons the fading frequency and the

maximum range of output variat±on are found. The extent of aTnplitude

fluctuation for the energy-density antenna system is a:sifays srnaller than

that for th.e single antenna. When the incident wave ±s noumal to the

reflecting plane, the energy-d6nsity antenna yields a constant output

regardless of the magn±tude or direction of the velocity of the moving

vehicle.

      Mn situations where there exist more than one reflecting wall or

mountain, the resultant Eield would be the sum of the ±ncident field and

two or more reflected fields.' Moreover, multiple refleetions may' occur,

making the problem more complicated. In the most general case, the

problem becomes a statistical one [1,2], and one can only discuss the

probal)ility distr±butions and average properties of the output signal.

NevertheleSs, the simplb model affords a f±rst--order analysis and an

understanding of the response characteristics of the energyAdens2ty

antenna system.
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              PARTB ANTENNAWITHASTEERABLECARDIOIDPATTERN

                       I. INTRODUCTION

      By combining slot-monopole antennas with a processing circuit like

Fig. 1 and 2, we can make a unit that has a cardioid-shaped pattern that

is steerable without mechanical motion. Such antenna system has found

important applications in direction-finding [1].

                       II, PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

      With the indtcated spherical coordinates in Fig. 1, the pattern of
                                                                 )t :'':'

the vertieal antenna is omnidirectional in ¢. For a quarter--wavelength

monopole over a condueting ground plane, the normalized pattern function

in any plane containing the z--axis is

                             cos(g cos e)

                        EM== sine ' (1)

If the slot antennasare a half-wavelength long and very narrow, then

the normalized pattern funetion for slot 1 in a plane containing the

z-axts [2]

                           cos(S sin e cos ¢)

                     Esl=rr-'=d:sTF25- R;Z7r-Minecoso Sin¢ (2)

and that for slot 2 is

                             cos(g sin e sin o)

                     Es2=-"--il-::?7sinecos¢eO$¢. (3)

              in Eq. (2) corresponds to the e-component of the radiatedNote that E           sl

el.ectric field' when slot l is excited with a cosinusoidal aperture field

tn the posltive y--direction and Es2 in Eq. (3) corresponds to that when

rk

 This part has been accepted for publication in the IEEE Tr'ansaceions on

Aerospace and Electronie Systems.
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slot 2 is excited wlth a cosinusoidaZ aperture field in the negative

x-direction. These chosen direetions are arbitrary and depend en how

the feed lines are conne¢ted to the slots.

     wt)en the outputs from the monopole and s2ot 1 are combined, we

obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2)

                                                   tttt t
                   cos(gcose) cos(gsinecoso) ' ･
            EMsi-- sine +Mpm:irpp-=Xsinecos¢Sin¢.

In the xy-plane, e -- n/2, Eq. (4) reduees to

                                       rr                                   COS(7 COS ip)
                     EMsiz.o'=i+ sintp

and in the yz-plane Eq. (4) becomes

                        cos(g cos e)
                       i sine +1,¢"+T/2
            EMsi x=o ac 1/,, cos(g .os e)

                       'N sine "-1,¢=""T/2･

Equations (5) and (6) have been plotted in Fig. 2 where it is seen

that the patterns in both xy-- and yz-planes are shaped like a cardioid.

These are fixed space patterns. '

     Siniilarly the combined output of the monopole and slot 2 is, from

Eqs. (l) and (3),

                  cos(gcose) ¢os(ttsinesino)

           EMs2" s±ne mrmt-smesm¢ COSO.

Fixed cardiotd-like patterns are also obtained from EMs2 ±n Eq. (7) in

the xy- and xz-planes.

                                             '

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)



     In order to obtain a steerable eardioid--Zike pattern, we use the

processing circuit in Fig. 3. The outputs from slots 1 and 2 are ampli-

fied by factors Al and A2 and phase--shifted by angles ip1 and th2 respec-

tively before being combined with the output from the monopole. We

have

                                    '                                        '                                    ' j"2                             j"1
         Eo(e,¢) = EM + EslAle                                 + Es2A2e

                   cos(gcose) cos(gsinecos¢) .
                 = sine +MrpT14r'M:Z:rfinv=:2`Xrimslnecos¢ alsln¢

                                 cos (g sin e sin ¢)
                               -'-dlidn:MM:MrMti::I'E;-lasmesin¢ct2COS¢ (8)

where                                    j"1 .
                                                                      (9)                             or =Ae                              1. I

                                    jip2

                             a2=A2e (10)
In the xy-plane, e = Tr/2, Eq. (8) becomes

              " cos(ttcosab) cos<gsin¢)
           Eo(ii'O)=1+ sin¢ ctIP cosfp ct2･ (11)

The combined output Eo(l;,O) will have a null at an angle ¢ = Onull When

the azimuth angle satisfies the foUowing t;wo relations:

                           Eo (fl-,¢null) =O (12)
and

                      [k Eo (;l" ¢)]¢.o..11 "O' (13)

From Eqs. (ll), (l2), and (13), we can find al and ct2, Since the

coeff±cients of al and ct2 are real, the values of ctl and a2 for ¢ " Onull
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w"1 be

has been

Fig. 4.

is noted

real, and iPl and iP2 wil[t be either O or T.

 computed and plotted on'the orlct2-plane as

 The following relation between Wl, e2 and

e

                      Table 1

         Relation between ¢null, "1, and "2

 The locus

the solid

the ranges

 Of ¢null

      .curve ln

 of ¢     null

onull

"1'"2
OO-900 900-1800 lsoO-27oe 27oe-36oo

th1 v T o o

Q2 o T T o

     The direction of the pattern maximum, O , can be found fToin the
                                             max

following two relations:

                        [-51tsEo(}'¢)]¢.o =O (14)
                                       max
and

                        [-g-il:z- E.(ll･,¢)]¢.Q <O (ls)

                                        max

Numerical computation has shown that

                           ¢max :: Onun +" (16)
is accurate down to the second decimal place; hence, the pattern maximum

always occurs on the opposite side of the pattern null and has an approxi-

mate magnitude of 2.

     If the crossed slots are not a half-wavelength long but are very

short compared to a wavelength, they can be considered as magnetic



'

dipc,les and the eoiribined pattern in the xy-plane, Eo(i;,O) in Eq. (11),

can be approximated by

                   Eo(g,¢) !: 1 + alsin ¢ - a2cos tp

                           =1+ sin(¢ - 6)

where ,!Etlil47-li:2r has been set to unity and

                                 -1                          6 r- tan                                   (a2/al)

We note from the discussion following Eq. (13) that both al and ct2

are real. The locus of Onuli in this ease is found by setting sin(O-6)

in Eq. (17) to equal -1. I"e have

                          6 == a)..11 + goe

and the locus is a circle, shoicn dashed in Fig. 4. The pattern in the

xy-plane for vertically polarized Waves obta'ined with a monopole and

crossed masneti.e dipoles remains a true cardioid as it is steered

through space.

             III. CHARACTERISTICS OF SYNTIIESIZED PATTERN

(17)

(18)

(19)

    We now examine the synthesized patterm of the combined output of

the slo'trs--and-monopole antenna. S±nce Eo(e,¢) in Eq. (8) depends on

the angles e and O in a complicated way, it is expected that Eo as a

funetion of e in a constant--¢ plane will depend on the value of ¢. We

assume that ct1 and a2 are always adjusted so that a cardiotd--type pattern

is obtained in the xy--plane. The patterns in vertical planes with O=thnun

on one side and ¢=¢max on the other are plotted in Fig. 5 for several values

OE thnull. rt is interesting to note that the patterns differ very little as
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ipnull is ehanged over a wide range. This near constancy in the vertical

pattern makes it an easy matter to estirnate the so-called 'tstandard wave

error'' [1] in direction-finding 'relative to the elevation angle of the

ineoming signal.

     The pattern in the xy--plane for vertically polarized waves is the

pattern of importance in direction-finding. This is the graph of Eq,

(11) with the weighting factors ct1 and ct2 properly adjusted in accord--

ance with Fig. 4 to yield a pattern null. Several such patterns have

been plotted in Fig. 6. Ule note that the horizontal patterns are all

cardioid-like and that they are symmetrical with Tespect to the direc-

tion Df maximum signal for Onuu = OO, 450, and 900. At intermediate

values of Onun the pattern is slightly asyminetrical, although ¢max and

ipnull alWaYS occur in nearly opposite airections. Since the pattern of

a.half-xvavelength slot is･ more directive than that of a small loop u$ed

in the monopole-and--loops arrangement., sharper nulls are obtained than

the null of a true cardtoid. Sharper nulls mean more accurate direction-

finding.

     In Fig. 7 the halE--power beaimvidth of the horizontal patte)rn is

plotted as a function of Onull. This beamtvidth is quite wide, being

nearly constant at 140e when the pattern is scanned between thnull = 30e

and 600. The narrow6st bearmrtdth of 1220 occurs when thnull = OO and 900q

When crossed magnetic dipoles are used in conjunction with a monopole to

obtain true cardioid patterns, a constant beamwidth of 1310 is obta±ned.

TMs is iitndieated by the dashed line in Fig. 7.
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                           IV. CONCLUSION

                                               tt
     A vertical monopole and two crossed slots form an antenna un±t

whose combined output can be proeessed to yield a cardioid-shaped hort--

zonta± pattern for vertically polarized waves. This cardioid--shaped

pattern is steerable in the azimuth direction by pToperly weighting the

                  '
outputs of the crossed slots. The locus for determin±ng these weighting

factors for any desired null direction has been given. Both the shape

and the half--power beamuidth of the steerable pattern have also been ex--

amined. It appears that this combination antenna unit offers important

advantages in direetion-finding applications, especially at microwave

frequencies. It is also useful in situations where broad--beam Teeeption

coupled with ±nterference suppression in a part±cular direction is de-

sired. The direct±ve properties of such units suggest their pbssible use

as the elements in an antenna array.
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